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NEW QUESTION: 1
Scenario:
A customer network engineer has edited their OSPF network configuration and now your
customer is experiencing network issues. They have contacted you to resolve the issues and
return the network to full functionality.

The 6.6.0.0 subnets are not reachable from R4. how should the problem be resolved?
A. Remove distribute-list 64 out on R6
B. Remove distribute-list 1 in ethernet 0/1 in R4
C. Apply access-list 46 in R6 to a different interface
D. Edit access-list 46 in R6 to permit all the 6.6.0.0 subnets
E. Remove distribute-list 1 in ethernet 0/0 in R4
F. Apply access-list 1 as a distribute-list out under router ospf 100 in R4
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation
Here we see from the running configuration of R6 that distribute list 64 is being used in the
outbound direction to all OSPF neighbors.
However, no packets will match the 6.6.0.0 in this access list because the first line blocks all
6.0.0.0 networks, and since the 6.6.0.0 networks will also match the first line of this ACL, these
OSPF networks will not be advertised because they are first denied in the first line of the ACL.

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are performing storage administration on a [email&#160;protected] System 340 and the
virtualization administrator requires two block stores and two file stores. What are the
underlying protocols used for the data stores? (Choose two)

A. SATA
B. NFS
C. CIFS
D. FC
Answer: B,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
An administrator must verify the configuration of IBM Business Automation Navigator and IBM
Filenet Content Manager users.
Which LDAP configuration section(s) in the operator custom resource template YAML file should
the Administrator use to define LDAP parameters for these types of users?
A. Use the ecm_configuration section for all users (internal and external) of IBM Business
Automation Navigator and IBM Filenet Content Manager.
B. Use the ldap_configuration section for all users (internal and external) of the Cloud Pak
components,
C. Use the ext_ldap_configuration section for all users (internal and external) of IBM Business
Automation Navigator and IBM Filenet Content Manager.
D. Use the Idap_configuration section for internal users and the ext_ldap_conf iguration
section for external users.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Reference:
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSYHZ8_19.0.x/com.ibm.dba.ref/k8s_topics/
ref_k8s_ldap.html

NEW QUESTION: 4
A. FWSM
B. Cisco ASA 5525-X
C. Cisco ASA 5580
D. Cisco ASA 5505
Answer: B
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